MSC.1/Circ.1392 states that every lifeboat hook system must be compliant no later than by the first scheduled dry-docking after 1st July 2014 – and no later than 1st July 2019. This means that you only have one opportunity and a limited time period to get the job done. Use PALFINGER MARINE as your re-hocking expert.
YOUR GLOBAL RE-HOOKING EXPERT

UNTIL JULY 2013
A period for self-assessment and review of hook designs.

JULY 2013 – JUNE 2014
A period for ship owners to plan and start their re-hookings.

JULY 2014 – 2019
The implementation period. MSC.1/Circ.1392 states that all hook retrofits must be carried out in the first scheduled dry docking after 1. July 2014, and not later than 1. July 2019, to be compliant with the new regulations.

PALFINGER MARINE can manage the whole re-hooking program for you, ensuring full compliance with a minimum impact on your operations. No matter what brand of lifeboats you have in your fleet or where your vessels are dry-docking, we are ready to serve you!

Our new generation on-load release system has been designed to comply with the latest IMO regulations and includes all the relevant safety devices and features required by operators and regulators.

PALFINGER MARINE OFFERS:
– Global presence
– Package solutions
– Competitive and fixed prices
– In house engineering analysis and plan approval drawings
– Re-hooking and/or modification combined with 5-year inspection
– Fleet agreement
– Re-hooking combined with refurbishment
– Re-hooking executed onsite or in one of our work shop centers

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEAR FROM YOU!